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Abstract
This banded dissertation includes a range of literature surrounding language used within
the field of social work. Language is the primary tool social workers use. The words social
workers use can have several meanings or interpretations. The language used on agency
paperwork, as well as conversations between social workers and clients, also impacts the
services clients receive. In this banded dissertation, three distinct scholarly works on the subject
of language in the social work profession are presented. In addition, implications for social work
education and social work practice as well as a conceptual framework are also presented.
The first product is a scholarly personal narrative in which the author connects her own
personal experiences and professional practice with the history of the social work profession.
The author raises the question “Am I who the founding mothers of social work imagined when
they began their work?” The author explores the values of the social work profession with a
focus on social justice and language. The author also explores how she is personally and
professionally working towards social justice within the historical perspective of the social work
profession.
The second product is a qualitative study where 10 social workers from various practice
settings were interviewed about how they define social justice and how they see language as part
of this. The ecological perspective is used as a theoretical framework for the study. Three themes
emerged including language is action, language is the client’s experience, and language is
empowerment. Implications from the results show that when social workers use inclusive
language, they can better serve their clients.
The third product is a peer-reviewed conference workshop for the Baccalaureate Program
Directors conference that engaged attendees in thinking about language as social justice and as a
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skill that social workers use daily. Previous literature and research about language is presented.
Information about language as part of social work practice is connected with social work
education core competencies. Implications for person-first language, syllabus creation, and
agency paperwork are presented.
This banded dissertation includes implications for social work practice and education.
Using inclusive language on agency paperwork is important for the client experience. Trainings
and workshops need to be available for current social workers. In addition, information about
language can be included in social work courses and on course syllabi. The themes from this
research show that language is the client’s experience, it is an action that social workers take, as
well as a form of empowerment.
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The Language of Social Workers: Narratives of Social Justice from the Field
Researchers from various fields have studied language for several decades, but the field
of social work has not spent considerable effort on this topic until recently. Social workers have
started to research whether language can be transformative when working with clients. Social
justice is a foundational concept in the field of social work, but practitioners may have difficulty
understanding how word choice is a part of social justice (Hawkins et al., 2001). For this
dissertation, language is defined as the words, “used to establish membership of a group and
conversely to restrict access to outsiders; to indicate allegiance to a cause; to establish, and
sometimes coerce into, a position; to restrict communication and the type of communication; to
influence the construction of a situation” (Gregory & Holloway, 2005, p. 38). Based on this
definition, language is a tool that social workers can use to engage and include their clients in the
helping process. Language is also what allows social workers to understand their clients’
thoughts and feelings and also understand themselves (Bloom et al., 1991). Social service
agencies all have unique paperwork, processes, and cultures which includes the language used.
Often, the language used in an agency is formed by the dominant social group. Service users may
not be a part of that group and must alter or change their story to fit in the agency structure.
Service users may then use the words and language identified within the agency when they tell
their own stories (Saleebey, 1994; Vojak, 2009). Each individual has differences when speaking
and using language. This difference in word choice comes from their own life experiences and
education (Bloom et al., 1991). Social workers must understand not only their own word choice,
but also the word choice of their clients and that this an important component in the working
relationship.
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The literature about language for social workers is largely conceptual and lacks research
to support the claims. Many authors point out the importance of language, however, it is
important to note that people also generally understand what another person is saying regardless
of specific word choice. This banded dissertation focuses on social justice for clients and less
about understanding through communication. This is an important distinction because language
is a vast field and could be studied in a multitude of ways. The minimal studies related to the
social work field that are available have used varying methodologies from surveys to
longitudinal studies as well as collecting documents from agencies. Three distinct products were
developed from the body of knowledge presented and framed within a conceptual framework.
Theoretical frameworks also vary widely when studying language from feminist; narrative; antioppressive practices; critical social work; and a variety of anthropological theories (Fullagar &
O’Brien, 2012; Hawkins et al., 2001; Jirek, 2017; Roscoe et al., 2011; Saleebey, 1994). In light
of this, the products developed use the ecological perspective as the theoretical framework. The
ecological perspective is uniquely grounded in social work and provides a solid understanding of
the environment in which people interact. This is an important concept as language is further
understood.
Findings and recommendations from previous research articles indicate a further need to
study the language social workers use, particularly in reference to social justice. In this way,
language includes the words and terms that social workers use in their conversations with clients.
Many researchers report that there is bias in language, but it is unclear whether using more
positive words can increase benefits for clients. Many of the studies are also clear about the
limited populations they studied and that it might not be generalizable. Most of the researchers
could identify that the words used by professionals do impact the work social workers do with
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clients, but it is not yet clear whether positive words have a positive effect on the client and
worker relationship (Beckett, 2003; Heffernan, 2012; Vojak, 2009). Social workers may consider
doing their due diligence to not continue to traumatize clients by using certain phrases or words,
but in addition to that, consider choosing language that influences therapeutic techniques and
reframes the life-narrative in positive ways (Jirek, 2017). Social workers can work in a large
variety of agency settings with differing institutional language. Exploring how this language can
help empower clients and work towards social justice can help clients reframe the narratives they
hold for their lives. In light of available literature, this banded dissertation explores the question,
“How is the language used by social workers in their professional practice connected with social
justice?” In addition, each product also has a research question related to this overall theme.
Conceptual Framework
This banded dissertation uses a single conceptual framework to connect three distinct
research products. Previous studies about language have used a variety of theoretical foundations
to ground the research. As previously mentioned, feminist, Foucauldian principles, or narrative
theory are common in this research (Fullagar & O’Brien, 2012; Hawkins et al., 2001; Jirek,
2017; Roscoe et al., 2011; Saleebey, 1994). Considering previous research, this proposal will use
the ecological perspective as the theoretical foundation.
The ecological perspective is widely used by social workers and is considered a
foundational theoretical perspective of practice. The social work field has used the ecological
theory in practice since the early 1900s (Rotabi, 2008). This banded dissertation focuses
specifically on the language social workers use in practice, which is a major gap in the literature.
Using the ecological perspective which is specific to social work continues to connect social
work to previous literature. Gitterman (1996) stated that the ecological perspective helps social
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workers to appreciate that no theory, model, or perspective can take everything into account.
“The complexity of the human condition requires that we develop both a broad perspective as
well as specific accommodations and competencies” (Gitterman, 1996, p. 474). The ecological
perspective allows social workers to view people in holistic ways. It allows social workers to see
people in light of the transactions that occur in their environment.
Key components of the ecological perspective include: person-environment exchanges,
person-environment fit, the life course of the person, stress and coping skills, protective factors
and resilience, as well as oppression and the misuse of power (Gitterman & Germain, 2008). A
person’s fit within their environment, as well as their protective factors, coping mechanisms, and
their overall life course, could all influence the ways in which they communicate. There are also
some basic assumptions outlined in the ecological perspective. One assumption is that the
environment is more than just physical space. The environment includes all of the exchanges
between that person and others and in turn, all of these exchanges influence each other. Another
assumption is that each person has a repertoire of biological, cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral dispositions, and each of these has an impact on the developmental process through a
dynamic relationship (Gitterman & Germain, 2008). Culture is also a part of the environment, as
well as the client’s life story, and their own personal power (Gitterman & German, 2008).
Using the ecological perspective as a framework will help explain that the backgrounds
for social workers, their own learning experiences, personal and professional experiences, and
their locatedness in their specific agency, influence the words and communication they use to
function in their work. It can also be used to explain the ways clients are able to function within
the agency setting. The ecological perspective also helps to frame the language used by the social
worker in a social justice way. The language and culture of the client as well as the social worker
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is part of the environment. People are most fully understood within the context of all the
transactions that take place in their environment and with their environment. The social worker’s
ability to connect with the client through language and allow the client to determine what
language they want to use is a form of empowerment.
Summary of Banded Dissertation Products
The core tenets of the ecological perspective frame the three distinct products of this
banded dissertation. These products include a scholarly personal narrative about the history of
social work and language; a narrative inquiry qualitative study about social workers and the
language they use in practice; and a peer-reviewed conference presentation about the language
social workers use.
The first product is a research article using a Scholarly Personal Narrative (SPN)
methodology. SPN writing has specific criteria in order to complete according to the
methodology. The four components include pre-search, me-search, re-search, and we-search
(Nash & Bradley, 2011). SPN writing also needs a theme or through-line, background
information about the scholarly topic, a structure, and universalizability (Nash & Bradley, 2011).
This product uses the SPN methodology in order to answer the question, “Am I who the
founding mothers of social work imagined when they began their work?”
The second product is a qualitative research based article using a narrative inquiry
methodology. Based on previous studies, semi-structured interviews with a narrative
methodology are the basis for this study. This study is exploratory in nature in order to gain a
deeper understanding of how social work practitioners use language and phrases in their
everyday work with clients. In order to achieve a broad range of perspectives and stories, social
workers from various agencies were participants. Specifically, two social workers from a mental
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health agency, an addiction treatment agency, agencies that work with the elderly population,
agencies that serve victims of various crimes, and finally an agency that serves the lesbian, gay,
bi-sexual, and transgender (GLBT) participated. The specific research question for this study is,
“How does the language and terminology associated with social work agencies that serve older
adults; the GLBT community; victims of crimes; mental health; or substance use agencies
connect with social justice?”
For the third product, a peer-reviewed conference presentation was completed. This
presentation titled “The Language of Social Workers” was accepted for the Baccalaureate
Program Directors (BPD) conference in Birmingham, Alabama for March 18-22, 2020. This
presentation was developed based on the literature and research study completed as product two.
Components of this workshop included definitions of important terms, a brief overview of
previous literature, the qualitative study design and questions, as well as interactive activities for
participants to discuss the importance of language. The end of the presentation included
implications for social work educators to include in classrooms to prepare students for inclusive
language. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, this conference was cancelled, however, all
of the information and components are included in this banded dissertation.
Discussion
The products from this banded dissertation used a scholarly personal narrative (SPN), an
exploratory, qualitative research design, and a peer-reviewed conference presentation to examine
the importance of language and my own lived experience as well as the lived experience of
research participants. For my own SPN, I asked the question, “Am I who the founding mothers
of social work imagined when they began their work?” The answer might be rather complex.
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These reflections then open the door for implications for social work education, social work
practice, and how others can use SPN in their own practice.
In addition, a qualitative research study explored the question, “How does the language
and terminology associated with social work agencies that serve older adults; the GLBT
community; victims of crimes; mental health; or substance use agencies connect with social
justice?” Through interviews and analyzing the data from each, the themes of language as action,
language as the client’s experience, and language as empowerment were identified as salient
concepts in participant stories. These themes emerged as ways that language and word choice are
connected with social justice and worker-client relationships in the social work field. These
themes also shed light on implications for social work education and social work practice.
In reflecting on the history of social justice and advocacy, my own historical practice, and
the language used in social work practice, there are important implications for social workers in
the 21st century. Historically, whether purposefully or accidentally, women and minority voices
have been erased in research and narratives in multiple fields (Coles et al., 2018). This history
requires current social work practitioners, educators, and researchers to find ways to amplify
these voices and make space for them in the profession. Social workers need to fully reflect and
understand the values of the profession including social justice, the importance of human
relationships, and dignity and worth of all people (Murdach, 2010; National Association of
Social Workers, 2017).
Further, this banded dissertation adds to the literature already available about language in
social work. Previous researchers stated that language could improve or hinder the helping
process, that using outdated or non-inclusive language could be harmful and, that language is not
neutral (Eliason, 2014; Harrison, 2006; Madziva & Chinouya, 2017; Richan, 1972). Participants
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in the research shared stories that aligned with the literature. Some examples from participants
are using the term survivor rather than victim in working with people who have experienced
domestic violence or using the phrase aging population rather than elderly population. These
simple word changes can be more inclusive.
As social workers, fully engaging in social work history and having a deep understanding
allows for a more informed present and future. All social workers have a responsibility to
understand the past in order to create a future of shared understanding (Lorenz, 2007; McGregor,
2015). Balancing the needs of individuals and communities will allow for growth at all levels
which is necessary for the future of social work (Reisch, 2002; Villadsen, 2018). Social work is a
profession that is capable of so many activities on all levels of society with so much possibility.
A danger of a disoriented profession is a byproduct of such a wide range of professional
activities (Lorenz, 2007). When workers under the umbrella of a single profession have differing
ideas about how to function as professionals, it can be difficult to find a common ground. In
order for professionals to engage in policy practice and social justice work effectively, a
common ground that stems from a deep historical understanding in necessary. A unified
profession is part of the responsibility of social workers (National Association of Social
Workers, 2017).
Further, the narratives that participants shared show that clients are the experts in their
own lives and social workers can help provide more inclusive language or terminology for
clients. Ultimately, clients can define themselves as they wish with the language they choose.
Ensuring clients continue to have this power is critically important as clients access the services
they need. An important implication is that social workers can give clients the power to define
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themselves how they see fit. This is an example of how language evolves over time and language
will continuing evolving.
Providing information from this research in accessible ways to help social workers
continue to learn the most up-to-date practice behaviors could continue to strengthen the field of
social work. If social workers are able to attend trainings about the evolution of language in the
field and learn more person first language, then these trainings need to be conducted in a safe
way that allows social workers to ask questions without judgment. Trainers should not assume
that all social workers enter the learning space with the same level of knowledge or experience
about language.
Particularly, in relation to providing information in accessible ways and with the
understanding that language is not neutral, the use of social media is an important aspect for
future implications. Social workers can use social media in a way that provides advocacy
information and education for others. Using social media in this way can set a standard for the
way social workers engage with and use social media for the common good. This includes
discourse with other people, expressing opinions, and the information that is shared. All of these
components relate to language and the ways social workers can use language as advocacy.
Another implication is that a deeper understanding of agency culture and agency
paperwork are foundational for the client experience in receiving help. Participants shared time
and time again that the amount of time they spend going over paperwork and explaining it in a
way that clients can understand is exhausting. The notion that paperwork is not friendly or easy
to read presents many issues, including the ability for a client to truly give consent for services
which is foundational in social work ethics (NASW, 2017). The implication that paperwork
could be written in a way that all reading levels could access the information could free up more
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time for social workers to spend their time meeting client needs rather than hours explaining
forms. If all aspects of social work practice were accessible, the doors would open wide to help
more people.
Implications for Social Work Education
The Council on Social Work Education (CSWE, 2015) has included engaging in policy
practice; advancing human rights and social, economic, and environmental justice; and engaging,
assessing, intervening, and evaluating individuals all the way to entire communities as part of the
competencies for all social workers. As a profession that has always focused on poverty and
social justice, we must do this in ways that include larger systems (Murdach, 2010; Villadsen,
2018). The truth is that while social work is grounded in progressive ideals, not all social
workers identify as progressives. Many social workers do not feel adequately prepared for
political advocacy even though they have been called to make social change for several decades
(Murdach, 2010; National Association of Social Workers, 2017; Pritzker & Lane, 2016; Reisch,
2002; Ritter, 2007). This preparation should be a critical part of education and training for
professional social workers. Some important ways this can occur is through helping educators
see the value in political advocacy, including specific language practices in course content and
syllabi, helping social workers find ways to lead political efforts, as well as support students in
finding ways to advocate for policy (Pritzker & Lane, 2016). Education must include a deeper
overview of the historical components of social work rather than glossing over some main points
(Resich, 2019). Language should be included in this historical overview.
In addition, the CSWE core competencies are meant as a way for social work students to
integrate and apply the knowledge, values, and skills of the social work profession to promote
well-being at all levels of practice (CSWE, 2015). As participants from this research study
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shared that language underpins connection and that language can help build rapport, this
connects firmly with students being able to demonstrate the second competency, which is their
ability to engage diversity and difference in practice (CSWE, 2015). It connects with
competency six as well, which is the ability engage with individuals, families, groups,
organizations, and communities (CSWE, 2015).
The ability to work and engage with a diverse range of people requires an understanding
of theories, an understanding of self, the use of empathy, as well as the ability to see clients as
the experts of their own lives. If language is included in this content in the classroom, it can be
seen as a more tangible tool for social work students. While conversational skills are
foundational in social work courses, there is no clear guideline about appropriate language
choice other than concepts related to person first language. Even small discussions about person
first language are not enough to help students learn inclusive ways to talk with all people. Course
content needs to be specific and connected with multiple courses. Social work classrooms should
include course content that covers specific terms with the aging population, victims of domestic
violence, the GLBT population, people in recovery or using substances, as well as many others.
An example from a study participant was that the phrase died by suicide is more appropriate than
saying committed suicide. When the phrase committed suicide is used, it can lead to a belief that
suicide is a sort of crime and affects the way in which people seek and receive help. Social work
students should be familiar with what the letters in GLBT stand for and ways to converse with
this population that can be comforting and empathetic.
To have this information available for students in classrooms, faculty must also be
educated on inclusive language. Trainings and continuing education events need to be widely
available for faculty about changing language in the field in order to best teach students. Faculty
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can model life-long learning for their students and encourage students to read and research
current and relevant information.
Implications for Future Research
The research in this banded dissertation is a starting point for the author to continue this
research, as well as for others to join this work. Using SPN as one methodology allowed the
author to examine her own social work practice within a historical context, but others must do
the same. This portion of the banded dissertation is specific to practicing history, but other
researchers could use this methodology in a variety of ways. Some examples of how SPN can be
used are to examine experiences of grief and loss, to explore how personal experiences may
influence the ways social workers relate to their clients, or to for practitioners to examine what
areas of the social work field they are passionate about and why. Using this methodology also
allows marginalized and previously erased voices to contribute to the body of knowledge (Nash
& Viray, 2013). Social work education has held a long tradition of self-examination and personal
reflection as a part of the planned change process when working with clients (Gasker, 2019). A
deeper self-understanding is critical for social workers to make sustainable change when working
with individuals, families, small groups, organizations, communities, and the wider society
(Council on Social Work Education, 2015; National Association of Social Workers, 2017).
Students and practitioners should engage in their own self-reflection as part of their professional
development. Examples of personal narratives connected with related literature paves the way
for others to engage in this type of research which can continue to add to the social work body of
knowledge.
Another part of this banded dissertation was completed using a narrative informed
qualitative design. Future studies could specifically explore each of the identified practice
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settings for more in depth data in each of those settings. Completing a study with only social
workers who work with the GLBT population as an example, could produce more data about the
experiences of social workers in that specific setting. It is also important to continue this research
in other geographical locations. While this study was specific to northwest Ohio, social worker
narratives may differ based on geography. Exploring more fully how language influences coworker relationships within agencies and how this differs from language with clients could be
highly beneficial. Further research about language and advocacy on social media could also be
crucial as this is an instrumental part of daily life for many people. Other considerations could be
studying this topic from the clients’ perspective or from students’ perspectives. Studying the
language social workers use in relation to client reading levels, client level of education, and the
clients’ native language could also shed some light in terms of how language influences the
experiences clients have in social work settings.
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Abstract
The social work profession began in the early 1900’s and since that time, the field has changed
and evolved in many ways. The author will situate herself within the history of social work from
a personal and professional perspective. The author raises the question “Am I who the founding
mothers of social work imagined when they began their work?” Looking at the values of the
social work profession with a focus on social justice and language, the author explores how she
is personally and professionally working towards social justice and how it fits with the historical
perspective of the social work profession. A background and brief literature review will
demonstrate a social work historical overview. The author uses a scholarly personal narrative
methodology to connect her own personal experiences, evaluate her professional practice, and
place herself in the context of social work history.
Keywords: scholarly personal narrative, social work, language, social justice
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Examining My Place in Social Work History: A Scholarly Personal Narrative
As I situate myself in history I wonder if I am the social worker who those that came
before me pictured. Did the reformist social workers from the early-mid 1900s picture someone
like me? Did Jane Addams envision the social work profession as it is today when she began the
settlement house movement in the 1800s? I wonder what their hope for the profession was, and if
I am what they hoped. Often it feels as though the advocacy and social justice components of our
work are watered down. It seems advocacy is not as big of a focus as it should be. Jane Addams
was a leader in the human rights movement in the early 1900s with issues ranging from women’s
suffrage to health care and many other human rights (Healy, 2008). She advocated for the poor
and some of her work influenced the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom (Healy, 2008; Klosterman & Stratton, 2006). In
light of the historical knowledge of Jane Addams and the history of social work, I will explore
my own practice in relation to clients and students, as well as the work of the larger social work
profession.
As a doctoral student in social work, with two other social work degrees, some practice
experience, and some faculty experience it is still difficult to know the ways in which I have
impacted the field. The advocacy portion of what I do tends to take a back burner. In an age of
convenience and social media it is tempting to disseminate information via the Internet then go
about the day as if there is nothing else to do to advocate for marginalized people. It is easy to
get lost in the world of accreditation and publishing that takes precedence in the academy. As I
journey through the various things that make up my identity and the roles I play, I will dissect
the ways in which I interact in the world and with the social work profession through a scholarly
personal narrative (SPN) methodology.
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In my own personal and professional location, there are many identities and social
coordinates I carry with me. In this SPN, I will unpack the most crucial and intersecting parts of
my identity. Many of the concepts that create my personal historical development come from
Wilson (2017). These include my generational standpoint at this very point in history, the
specific things that are important to me personally and professionally, my education, the social
justice objects I hold dear and the feelings that have been handed down to me. After I spend time
with these very personal concepts, I will reflect on the impact I have on those around me and the
social work profession. This reflexive practice allows for a more critical awareness of my own
products, processes, and academic position (Rutten et al., 2010). Included in my own reflections
are connections with resilience theory as a conceptual framework for my own development,
primarily thinking about resilience as a way to “remain open to change, to appreciate the power
of life’s ordinary plenty…or ordinary magic” (Gilligan, 2017, p. 449). As I journey through my
own self-development I will analyze my own resilience and openness to change as I develop
personally and professionally. A brief description of the SPN methodology. After my own
experiences are analyzed, a connection with the literature is provided, and finally, a discussion
about the future of social work.
Resilience
While the idea of resilience cannot answer every problem that arises, there are many
facets of resilience theory that make sense within my own personal development (Gilligan,
2017). Resilience has many different definitions but it is most often recognized as overcoming
adversity with a complex, combination of factors but this resilience is not a given that everyone
can achieve (de las Olas Palma-Garcia & Hombrados-Mendieta, 2017; Gilligan, 2017; Rutter,
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2012). Even in the face of adverse experiences, finding health and success are a form of
resilience (de las Olas Palma-Garcia et al., 2018).
When resilience theory is applied to the field of social work and social work education,
learning and teaching social work is a way that some have found to develop resilience (de las
Olas Palma-Garcia & Hombrados-Mendieta, 2017). The work that social work students do to
prepare to be professionals gives opportunity to develop personality traits that foster resilience.
These traits are then carried into the field after graduation as well (de las Olas Palma-Garcia &
Hombrados-Mendieta, 2017). In my own life, the work I did at all levels of my education helped
increase my own resilience. Learning specific tools for self-care, self-awareness, and ethics
training all helped build resilience so I can best serve my students now. Using self-care and selfawareness techniques from my own professional development is one of the resilience techniques
I use to teach my students now.
In another way, resilience is also how people find the resources to meet their needs and to
make necessary life changes in order to thrive (Munford & Sanders, 2015). I am a firstgeneration college student. My parents were (and still are) poor, working-class Americans. My
parents did not own the house I grew up in. To ignore this part of my upbringing is to ignore the
experiences that have defined me. I have to accept the reality of my childhood in the way it
shaped me, even when feelings of shame may arise. Finding my way through and succeeding in
college was the effort of a large community of people as well as myself, including friends, some
family members, professors, and mentors that I found throughout my education. The adults who
pushed me to get involved and do my very best influenced my college success and the success I
have had since. Attending college is a very personal example of how negotiating for needed
resources can help build resilience. When we look at resilience as psychological health and
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success even in the face of adversity, my college education was a crucial experience for creating
these in me (de las Olas Palma-Garcia et al., 2018).
My growth as a professional social worker and educator does not stop, in fact it will
never stop. It is important to recognize that this growth is not static and neither is my resilience
building (Gilligan, 2017). Using resilience theory as a framework for my own personal
experiences, allows introspection in to how I have developed as an educator. There are many
skills I want to continue to hone, however, there are pieces of myself I don’t want to get lost in
the academy. I have strong emotions, I have a sense of humor, and I make a lot of mistakes.
When I can show these authentic pieces of myself to students, it models that authenticity and
professionalism are not mutually exclusive.
The Case for SPN
Through using personal stories and experiences, my own voice, and my beliefs, an SPN
methodology is used to connect the personal with the wider historical picture of the social work
field. SPN works through four phases including pre-search, me-search, re-search, and we-search
(Nash & Bradley, 2011; Nash & Viray, 2013). This methodology begins with a research question
and through personal exploration and research, attempts to answer the question while
universalizing for others to also learn from reading (Nash & Bradley, 2011; Nash & Viray,
2013).
SPN is used as a way for the author to use their own personal experiences in order to
understand the outside world (Nash & Viray, 2013). Largely used for marginalized and
underrepresented groups, this methodology helps those groups find their voice and use it proudly
(Nash & Viray, 2013). SPN is a methodology that poses a research question and then seeks to
answer it in a subjective and interpretive way (Nash & Bradley, 2011). In paying attention to
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concepts of vigor which is preferred instead of rigor, universalizability, subjective experiences,
and introspective questions, art and truth are connected for scholarship (Nash & Bradley, 2011).
In the following writing, I will continue to use my own personal experiences, my specific place
in social work history, and concepts that are important to me, to help inspire others to think about
their own place in the history of the field of social work.
Personal Development
The complex question of identity can be daunting. As a White, female, millennial,
Mennonite, social worker, professor, doctoral student, wife, and Ohioan, my worldview is
impacted by these roles. At various points, one identity may take precedence over another. In the
classroom, my social worker and professor roles may be more prominent. At home, my role as a
wife takes precedence. In most cases, my identity as a White female supersedes the other roles I
play, depending on my environment. I can shed my role as a professor on a Saturday morning
when I am cleaning my home but I cannot shed my White-femaleness. Every interaction I have
with the environment around me is viewed through this lens and it would serve me well to
understand this more deeply. One of the important skills needed as a social worker is the ability
to know one’s self, their biases, and their history in order to better serve the people they are
working with. The awareness of my own history is a starting point for placing myself in the
wider social work historical context.
My Generation
Much of my view of the world is also related to the historical context in which I live. In
my lifetime, many things have happened that affect the way I practice social work in Ohio. One
of the most current, prominent situations is the heroin epidemic. My unique position in the rust
belt has placed the state of Ohio in a crisis. I am faculty in a social work program that recently
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added a substance use disorder minor because the demand for licensed workers in the field of
substance use is greater than the supply. In my area, the heroin epidemic does not discriminate
based on age, gender, or socioeconomic status. As a director of field education for social work
students, I regularly need field placement agencies for bachelor’s level students that accept
felony records and history of substance use. The reality of the scope of this problem is sobering,
but not unique. Many cities, counties, and states across the country also face the heroin crisis in
the U.S. In 2017, 5,111 people died in the state of Ohio alone because of an overdose (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018). This epidemic is important because I believe deeply
in the rehabilitation of people and that people can change and recover. As a social worker and a
faculty member, I want my students to know that mistakes they made in the past do not define
the good work they can do in the future, not to mention that our profession not only encourages,
but demands that we work for social and economic justice (National Association of Social
Workers, 2017). People forget that early social workers were radicals who were often
blacklisted, harassed by government agencies, and harassed by the press (Reisch & Andrews,
2002). Engaging in advocacy for those who have used substances is only one way that social
workers can engage in a radical activity.
Another reality of my lifetime are the attacks on New York City and Washington, D.C.,
on September 11, 2001. This day is a marker in my personal history, but also the history of our
country. Major changes happened in our government and many tax dollars have been spent on
war since that day. One of the most formidable changes was the creation of the Department of
Homeland Security, with the first director of the agency appointed only 11 days after the attacks
and the creation of a separate cabinet position for the department in March 2003 (Department of
Homeland Security, 2015). It is a defining moment of my generation and the way our country
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now interacts on the world stage. People my age joined various branches of the armed forces and
have spent their adult lives fighting for freedom for U.S. citizens. The complexity of my leftleaning political ideology, my belief in pacifism, all while supporting for those who fight for our
freedom, may seem counterintuitive. This very point of self-reflection reminds me that students
and clients are also complex humans who cannot be placed in boxes. Reflecting on my own
belief in pacifism, I am reminded that Jane Addams also held this same belief (Klosterman &
Stratton, 2006; Villadsen, 2018). Pacifism is a deep belief in activism for peace, which is a
foundational belief for Mennonites, Quakers, and Brethren churches (Klosterman & Stratton,
2006). My Mennonite background and Jane Addams Quaker background is an important
connection for me as I dissect my own historical place in history.
Another major development of my lifetime is the growth and progress in Internet,
technology, and social media. This is one of the greatest successes and challenges of my
generation. I am not a digital native. I remember a time when I did not have the Internet or a
computer. I remember needing an Ethernet cord in college for my very large, now obsolete
laptop. I am thankful that my awkward, middle-school years are not documented in photos in the
great abyss of Facebook. Despite all this, I have learned and adapted quickly to technology. In
most scenarios I am thankful for our technology and the ease that has come from it, but it can be
easy to ignore the negative impacts it can have on social health. As a practicing social worker, I
had many teen girls in my counseling office talking about their lack of self-esteem related to
Instagram and Facebook. Adolescents do not come automatically prepared to deal with strong
emotions or conflicts on the Internet. They need guidance and direction, something that I have
found many parents are not equipped to give. As a social worker, this is an area where our skills
are needed and it is not dissolving anytime soon. Many people are often unsure of what skills
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social workers have and its place in the professional world (Jones, 2014). I think technology and
social media is one of these areas. There tends to be confusion about our role in working with
individuals or with the larger society (Jones, 2014; Reisch & Andrews, 2002). It is necessary to
continue learning about the ways social media and technology are being used. It is critical to
continue learning new ethical guidelines in light of technology when working with clients and
students. This is also an area where advocacy and policy change are vitally important for our role
with the larger community.
As I think of my own personal development, the opioid crisis, the attacks of September
11, 2001, as well as the growth of technology have vastly changed my personal and professional
interactions. The concepts of resilience are necessary in order to see success in health in light of
adversity in my personal life. Education has been one of the most profound ways I have found
resilience. My education is what has led to my personal reflection and exploring how I might
continue the dream that early social workers had for the field, and whether I am doing that
already.
Education as Opportunity
I am a first-generation college student. Much of who I am today stems from this identity.
I was raised in the Mennonite church with a pacifist tradition. I went to a Mennonite college for
my undergraduate degree. During this time, I completed my bachelor of arts in social work along
with a minor in peace and conflict studies. Conflict resolution and peace studies are a vital part
of what I believe about humans and the vision I have for the future. During my undergraduate
education I was able to spend a semester studying in Northern Ireland. I worked with a peace
organization and studied the history of their conflict. This experience taught me much about the
world and I grew in ways that continue to impact me. This was my first true experience on my
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own. It was the first time I had ever been on airplane and the first time I had ever left the United
States. I was 19 years old and the world was at my doorstep. When I have a fear about an
experience or opportunity, I remember that I conquered that semester and found resilience for the
next stages of life.
A few years later, I graduated and began working in early intervention in Ohio. I did this
for a year and decided to continue my education. I wanted to do psychotherapy. I went to a large,
state institution for my master’s degree in social work. This experience was the complete
opposite of my undergraduate education. My bachelor’s degree was a transformative, lifealtering experience but I do not feel the same deep connection with my graduate education. I
merely wanted the degree and saw it as a means to an end. I did not value the process. As a
master’s student, I learned many valuable skills and it led me to many opportunities in my career
that I would not have had. I was able to become a home-based therapist as well as a school
counselor before becoming a faculty member at a small private institution in Northwest Ohio.
In many ways my education was my way out of the life my parents had. It was my way
out of poverty as I tried to move from lower class to middle class. It was my way to be
professional. Yet, I chose social work and my wage is not commensurate with the amount of
student debt I have. I remember from the time I was little my mom dreamed of a college
education for me. She would tell me she wanted better for me than she had. I have one issue with
this. A college education does not make you better than someone else. My mom raised two kids
by doing work that helped her get by while living the reality that she did not make a living wage.
This frame of mind is critical to who I want to be as a social worker. I am proud of the success I
have had but that does not mean I am better than someone who has different circumstances.
Learning to balance feelings of shame and pride is not an easy task, but this has been my reality.
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The belief that I am not better than anyone else has carried me in this profession and I do not
want to forget it. These experiences fostered empathy. Examining these lead me to see more
clearly the ways I practice social work. My education and my personal history have led me to
choose certain practice areas over another. My passions differ from others and there is freedom
in this knowledge. As I begin to reflect on the ways I carry out my professional roles, this will
guide my own self-awareness about my place in social work history.
The Importance of Language
My education, life experience, and professional roles have all given me a foundation for
the way I practice social work in the world. I have “objects” that I gravitate to and that help
construct the reality of my place in the social work profession (Wilson, 2017). I use these objects
as I find my point in history as well teach justice to my students. One of the most important
social justice objects to me is language.
Our words and conversations are the very heart of what social workers do. I gravitate
towards narrative and feminist theories and language is an intersection of these two frameworks.
Language is the center of our deep rooted need to be seen and heard. It forms our thoughts, our
culture and the way we think about others. The term narrative can mean so many things but most
importantly it “emphasizes the importance of symbols in the construction of reality and more
specifically the cultural construction of meaning both through language and narratives” (Rutten
et al., 2010, p. 480-481). The idea that language is critical to practice is important to who I am as
a social worker. In 2020, there are many cultural reasons and so much freedom in women
reclaiming “nasty woman” as their own. There is freedom for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
and queer (LGBTQ+) folk in reclaiming “queer.” This practice is transformative. This thought
process is worth our time and our energy. Often, people interpret this as political correctness. I
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believe it is much deeper than that, but at the very least, considering the language I use gives me
a starting point for the work to be done.
As an advocate for sexual assault victims, as a woman, and as a social worker, it makes
sense that language would be one of my justice objects. The work to end oppression is
multifaceted but language can be a part of that. Feminists have long known that language has the
ability to erase the lives, stories, and contributions of women (Spender, 1998). As a social
worker, I want my language to be inclusive to all people and this is the foundation of my social
justice work. This is my place in history. This is a contribution I hope to continue to make to the
field. I hope that every student walks in my office or my classroom and knows they belong. My
words and my actions should tell them so. We should never cease to question, expose, challenge,
or reframe the dominant narrative (Gregory & Holloway, 2005). Helping students do this as
budding social workers, as well as modeling this behavior for them is a critical part of learning
how to advocate in a professional way. All of these components of my life have led me to hold
complex structures of feeling (Williams, 1977).
Strong Feelings
As I have journeyed through my own development and my professional practice in social
work, the feelings attached to the work I do are born from my specific location in history
(Williams, 1977). From childhood all the way to my current faculty position, feelings are
attached to the work I do. In general, the most immediate feeling I hold is empathy. I have
empathy for my students who come from diverse socioeconomic, racial and gender backgrounds.
I have empathy for the people I work with who also have diverse backgrounds. As a faculty
member there are too many expectations to be rigorous and this is sometimes equated with a lack
of empathy or a need to be in control. Over the past five years I have found this expectation
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incongruent with who I am and what I know about the world. I am still learning to trust myself,
but I believe I can be rigorous and empathetic at the same time. Students walk into a classroom
with a host of life experiences and being flexible does not make me any less worthy of a faculty
member. One of the greatest gifts I can give my students is to bring my whole self, as different as
it may be from other faculty, and the willingness to do this sets a good example for them.
As I think of other feelings I may bring with me, I circle back to the points about
language. Certain words bring up feelings along with them and this is true for students as well. I
take note of visceral reactions to phrases like “feminist” or “Black lives matter” and then I reflect
on phrases that elicit these types of responses in me. Often they are phrases that traditionally
come from opposite world views. “Evangelical” for example does not typically create positive
feelings in me. Even as a person of faith, I have not always had a positive interaction with people
from these faith traditions or beliefs. This self-awareness causes me to take a step back and
remember to keep an open mind when working with and talking with people who differ from me.
All of these components are an example of how the facets of personal and professional
mix. They cannot be separated out because they are interrelated. I am thankful for the examples
of empathy and acceptance that have been passed down to me from past professors, educators,
jobs, and experiences because they have all changed me. They have guided me in the direction of
who I want to be as a social worker. These feelings are also what causes me to stop and reflect
on the larger historical perspective of the social work profession.
Historical Perspective
Social work began in the late 1800’s as organized philanthropy and later developed into a
profession (Okpych & Yu, 2014; Reisch, 2002). These early underpinnings have influenced the
societal view of what social workers do in their day to day life. Jane Addams is typically known
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as the founder of the social work profession particularly because of the beginning of Hull House
in Chicago. She was also the foundation of human rights paired with social ethics where
individuals are ethically bound to care for the larger whole of the community (Addams, 2014;
Healy, 2008; Villadsen, 2018). Jane Addams was the original do-gooder. She balanced her
responsibility to the individual with her responsibility to society. The concept of social ethics
was developed from her work and her writing. The first International Conference of Social Work
took place in 1928 and by 1931 Jane Addams won the Nobel peace prize (Healy, 2008). The
foundation of her career was a connection between personal and social morality in order to use
social knowledge for political reform (Addams, 2014; Villadsen, 2018). She was able to use her
personal convictions and her own historical location to practice history in terms of advocacy. Her
identity as a peace activist, as someone involved with political activities, an advocate for
women’s suffrage, and advancement of human rights caused her public disapproval and earned
her name on a black list, yet she continued her work (Klosterman & Stratton, 2006; Pritzker &
Lane, 2016; Reisch, 2002; Ritter, 2007). Jane Addams did not allow these public views to hinder
her radical work.
Another famous social worker, Francis Perkins was crucial in the development and
passing of the Social Security Act (Pritzker & Lane, 2016). Since the beginning, social workers
have had a place in combatting political corruption and creating change, even in larger systems
(Addams, 2014; Healy, 2008; Klosterman & Stratton, 2006). Creating equitable social structures
was the one of many goals of advocacy work. Early social workers were keenly aware of this,
especially for those in poverty and children in need. While social workers may state the
importance equitable social structure, their visibility in actualizing this goal seems absent in the
present.
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The progression of social work has changed quite drastically since its inception. Social
workers are nearly invisible in the global human rights movement. They tend to be more focused
on individual case work and systematic interventions rather than larger social justice activism
(Healy, 2008; Lorenz, 2007). The evolution of evidence based practice and a desire for
professional status in the mid 1900’s turned the focus to collecting more empirically based
information and a need for authority rather than advocacy work. This is nearly opposite of the
work Jane Addams started (Villadsen, 2018). An example is the Society for Social Work
Research which was created in order to have a more robust research base, however this continues
to increase a focus on individualism rather than society as a whole (Reisch, 2019).
Social work has had a place in history since the late 1800’s, however political and social
events have changed the way social work manifests itself. Social work survived the economic
crisis of the 1890’s, World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, the civil rights movement
in the 1960’s, and many other major historical events. All of these caused the social welfare
system to be questioned, and sometimes adapt to new social structures (Reisch, 2002; Reisch,
2019). Circumstances change frequently on the political stage, especially in the U.S., with each
presidential election. These changes continue to cause the field of social work to struggle finding
a place in the world and to identify the focus of the profession (Jones, 2012).
My Own Historical Practice
In light of this history, it is difficult to believe I am even scratching the surface of the
work to be done. As I dissect my identity, my resilience, my generational standpoint, my
education and language, as well as feelings, I think of how the social work field has shaped me
and how I will shape the future. On days when I seem to have lost my way, reminding myself
who I am and where I came from helps guide me through the tasks at hand. In the last 10 years, I
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have served hundreds of clients and students. I may never know all the ways I have truly
impacted them and their lives, and that is okay. In my own practice, I hope that I can make
contributions to the study of language and social work, to continue to create strong social
workers in my students and to continue my advocacy and social justice work for marginalized
populations. I will conduct research and continue this process for my entire professional career.
Discussion
In this paper, I examined my own lived experience using an SPN methodology. At the
beginning, I asked the question: Am I who the founding mothers of social work imagined when
they began their work? The answer might be rather complex. We have come so far in our fight
for equality and justice but there is still work to do. I am proud of who I am and what I have
done, but I cannot stop here. The history of the social work profession and my own personal
history are with me in everything I do, as it is for everyone (Reisch, 2019). “The advanced test
must indeed include that which has already been attained; but if it includes no more, we shall fail
to go forward, thinking complacently we have ‘arrived’ when in reality we have not yet started”
(Addams, 1902, pp. 3-4). The reality is, I have not yet started. These reflections then open the
door to example implications for social work education, social work practice, and how others can
use SPN in their own practice.
Implications
In reflecting on the history of social justice and advocacy as well as my own historical
practice, there are important implications for social workers in the 21st century. Historically,
whether purposefully or accidentally, women and minority voices have been erased in research
and narratives in multiple fields (Coles et al., 2018). Social work is rare that women are
recognized as the founders of the profession. This history requires current social work
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practitioners, educators, and researchers to find ways to amplify these voices and make space for
them in the profession. Social workers need to fully reflect and understand the values of the
profession including social justice, the importance of human relationships, and dignity and worth
of all people (Murdach, 2010; National Association of Social Workers, 2017).
Implications for Social Work Education
The Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) has included engaging in policy
practice; advancing human rights and social, economic, and environmental justice; and engaging,
assessing, intervening, and evaluating individuals all the way to entire communities as part of the
competencies for all social workers (Council on Social Work Education, 2015). As a profession
that has always focused on poverty and social justice, we must do this in ways that include larger
systems (Murdach, 2010; Villadsen, 2018). The truth is that while social work is grounded in
progressive ideals, not all social workers identify as progressives. Many social workers do not
feel adequately prepared for political advocacy even though they have been called to make social
change for several decades (Murdach, 2010; National Association of Social Workers, 2017;
Pritzker & Lane, 2016; Reisch, 2002; Ritter, 2007). This preparation should be a critical part of
education and training for professional social workers. Some important ways this can occur is
through helping educators see the value in political advocacy, helping social workers find ways
to lead political efforts, as well as support students in finding ways to advocate for policy
(Pritzker & Lane, 2016). Education must include a deeper overview of the historical components
of social work rather than glossing over some main points (Resich, 2019).
Implications for Social Work Practice
As social workers, fully engaging in social work history and having a deep understanding
allows for a more informed present and future. All social workers have a responsibility to
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understand the past in order to create a future of shared understanding (Lorenz, 2007; McGregor,
2015). Balancing the needs of individuals and the needs of communities, and integrating
radicalism and professionalism, will allow growth at all levels which is necessary for the future
of social work (Reisch, 2002; Villadsen, 2018). Social work is a profession that is capable of so
many activities on all levels of society with so much possibility. A danger of a disoriented
profession is a byproduct of such a wide range of professional activities (Lorenz, 2007). When
workers under the umbrella of a single profession have differing ideas about how to function as
professionals, it can be difficult to find a common ground. In order for professionals to engage in
policy practice and social justice work effectively, a common ground that stems from a deep
historical understanding in necessary. A unified profession is part of the responsibility of social
workers (National Association of Social Workers, 2017).
Strengths and Limitations
Scholarly personal narratives, along with other personal research methodologies, include
some strengths and limitations. Engaging in this type of writing allows underrepresented voices
to express their own narrative. It also allows an individual to use a personal story to connect with
the wider society and other researchers. This methodology works well in multiple professions
including social work, education, the humanities, or social sciences (Nash & Bradley, 2011).
It is also important to be aware of limitations. The findings of this research are not
generalizable for other practitioners. Each researcher will come to their own conclusion and
narrative about their historical practice and other researchers may have different conclusions.
Some scholars may also have difficulty seeing this type of methodology as valuable which can
cause some researchers to shy away from SPN methods. Finally, writers who choose this
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methodology should ensure they are well grounded in the related literature and follow the
guidelines for writing personal narratives (Nash & Bradley, 2011; Nash & Viray, 2013).
Future Research
This narrative is a starting point for others to join in this work. Using SPN as a
methodology has allowed me to examine my own social work practices within a historical
context, but others must do the same. This study is specific to practicing history, but other
researchers could use this methodology in a variety of ways. Some examples of how SPN can be
used are to examine experiences of grief and loss, to explore how personal experiences may
influence the ways social workers relate to their clients, or to for practitioners to examine what
areas of the social work field they are passionate about and why.
Using this methodology also allows marginalized and previously erased voices to
contribute to the body of knowledge (Nash & Viray, 2013). Social work education has held a
long tradition of self-examination and personal reflection as a part of the planned change process
when working with clients (Gasker, 2019). Self-examination is expected as part of professional
practice. A deeper self-understanding is critical for social workers to make sustainable change
when working with individuals, families, small groups, organizations, communities, and the
wider society (Council on Social Work Education, 2015; National Association of Social
Workers, 2017). Students and practitioners should engage in their own self-reflection as part of
their professional development. Examples of personal narratives connected with related literature
paves the way for others to engage in this type of research which can continue to add to the
social work body of knowledge. When students and practitioners can find examples of how
personal narratives can be a form of scholarship, it validates their own personal experiences.
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reason for others to continue engaging in this type of research methodology.
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Abstract
Social justice can be seen as a consideration of how systems of power and oppression are
constructed. Words and language are a part of these systems, and can be used to either oppress or
to include others. Social workers use language as their primary tool in practice and it is important
to understand the significance of their word choice. For this research study, 10 social workers
were interviewed about how they define social justice and how they see language as part of this.
Using a narrative inquiry methodology, the research question, “How does the language and
terminology associated with social work agencies that serve older adults; the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender (GLBT) community; victims of crimes; mental health; or substance use
agencies connect with social justice?” was raised. In addition, “How does language affect the
interaction between the social worker and their clients?” was also explored. The ecological
perspective was used as a theoretical framework to view language as part of the environment for
social workers and their clients. Three themes emerged including language is action, language is
the client’s experience, and language is empowerment. Implications from the results of this
research show that when social workers use inclusive language, they can better serve their
clients. Social workers can use language to be inclusive of all people, to demonstrate how they
see clients as whole people, and to see clients within their environment, to best help clients
succeed.
Keywords: social justice, language, empowerment, client experiences, social work
practice
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The Language of Social Workers: Narratives of Social Justice from the Field
Researchers from various fields have studied language for several decades, but the field
of social work has not joined this research until more recently. Social work literature has
explored whether language can be transformative when working with clients, but it is largely
conceptual in nature. The minimal research available attempts to explore how minute word
choices are a part of social justice (Hawkins et al., 2001). Social justice is a foundational concept
in the social work field, and word choice is part of this. Social justice is defined as the equitable
distribution of goods and resources; the consideration of social construction of power and
oppression; structural change as a way to eliminate inequality; and eradicating discrimination,
oppression, and poverty (Hudson et al., 2017). Language is what allows people to understand
someone else’s thoughts and feelings and also understand themselves (Bloom et al., 1991).
Language is defined as the words, “used to establish membership of a group and conversely to
restrict access to outsiders; to indicate allegiance to a cause; to establish, and sometimes coerce
into, a position; to restrict communication and the type of communication; to influence the
construction of a situation” (Gregory & Holloway, 2005, p. 38). Language is used in many ways
throughout a client’s experience with agencies and services, serving as a way to help clients and
practitioners to connect, or conversely, making a client feel like an outsider.
Each social service agency has unique paperwork, processes, and cultures that include
language often formed by dominant social groups in the field. As a result of this, clients may
alter or change the way they tell their stories to fit in the agency structure (Saleebey, 1994;
Vojak, 2009). Each practitioner and client has their own differences when speaking as a result of
their own life experiences and education (Bloom et al., 1991).
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For this study, I explored the connection of social justice and language as it relates to the
bonds social workers and clients form during the service relationship. I used a qualitative
methodology in order to better understand the experiences of social workers and their use of
language by conducting in person interviews with ten social workers employed across northwest
Ohio. Since each state defines social workers in different ways, for the purposes of this study, a
social worker is a person with a four year bachelors degree in social work; a person with a
masters degree in social work; or licensed as a social worker in the state of Ohio. Each
participant was asked about the language they use in practice, the language used on paperwork
for the agency they work for, as well as the overall agency culture. These social workers were
employed in agencies that serve older adults; the gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, transgender (GLBT)
community; victims of crimes; mental health; or substance use agencies. Ultimately, I asked the
question, “How does the language and terminology associated with social work agencies that
serve older adults; the gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, transgender (GLBT) community; victims of
crimes; mental health; or substance use agencies connect with social justice?” In addition, “How
does language affect the interaction between the social worker and their clients?” Since language
and terminology are the foundational concepts of this study, a more robust glossary can be found
as Appendix A. Exploring language in social work can provide a way for social work
practitioners and educators to think more critically about the client experience and to provide
equity through language and word choice.
Literature Review
A general overview of the literature inclusive of studies and papers about language was
conducted. A few themes emerged from the literature that were then used to inform the study
design and participant recruitment. These themes include social justice language, the use of
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metaphors in social work practice, the ways people may be stigmatized through language, and
ultimately special consideration for marginalized populations and their experiences with
language.
The Language of Social Justice
The National Association of Social Workers (NASW) has identified social justice as a
core value of the profession in the social work code of ethics (2017). Ultimately, NASW defines
social justice as social workers’ pursuit of “social change, particularly with and on behalf of
vulnerable and oppressed individuals and groups of people…focused primarily on issues of
poverty, unemployment, discrimination, and other forms of social injustice. These activities seek
to promote sensitivity to and knowledge about oppression and cultural and ethnic diversity.
Social workers strive to ensure access to needed information, services, and resources; equality of
opportunity; and meaningful participation in decision making for all people” (NASW, 2017).
Madziva & Chinouya (2017) as well as Strier & Binyamin (2014) conducted studies to show that
language choice and social justice are connected and the skill of language choice is important for
social workers in order to do their jobs well. In addition to research studies, there are several
conceptual articles that also made the same point. In these studies and conceptual articles, social
justice concepts were related to empowering clients and ensuring proper care for the people
being served through language choice (Gregory & Holloway, 2005; Harrison, 2006; Richan,
1972; Vojak, 2009). Harrison (2006), Madziva & Chinouya (2017), and Vojak (2009) were clear
that regardless of whether it was positive or negative, words have connotative and denotative
meanings with them and in general, language is not neutral. In most cases, language is powerful
and the primary practice tool for social workers. Social workers can be role models in allowing
clients to use the language they want to use to tell their stories.
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Richan (1972) was one of the first researchers to study the use of language in social work
and how it can improve or hinder the helping process. He made the point that a social worker’s
ability to do their job well depends on their ability to talk with people who do not have the same
formal education level of the social worker. Social workers and clients alike are attempting to fit
within the system of social care. It is important that social workers consider the professional
jargon they have been trained to use when speaking with clients and instead, use the terms the
client has used (Hawkins et al., 2001; Strier & Binyamin, 2014). The language social workers
use could be inclusive, rather than exclusive, and clients may be defining their reality through
their language. Often clients have been in the social care system for so long that they have
altered their life narratives to fit within the dominant social groups which can cause clients to
feel as though their experiences are invalid and their stories are not truly being heard (Saleebey,
1994; Vojak, 2009). Helping clients to use their own language is one way to empower oppressed
people. When social workers continue to use the language of the dominant social groups or
structures, this further confirms to the client that the social worker is part of the larger dominant
system with some professional power (Gregory & Holloway, 2005).
Social workers can work to find balance between being a professional in an organized
profession while also deconstructing the power of dominant systems (Gregory & Holloway,
2005). This is some of the most important social justice work that social workers can engage in.
Rather than fit within the larger system, it is incumbent for social workers to challenge, question,
and reframe the language in order to create increased social justice for clients (Gregory &
Holloway, 2005; Roscoe et al., 2011). Often, social workers assume they are somehow outside
the larger system, which may be the case for some, but for those social workers in the system
there may be benefits in helping clients from inside (Eliason, 2014). Being an insider could
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increase research and funding availability which ultimately could benefit clients (Eliason, 2014).
Regardless of whether social workers are inside or outside the system, for far too long oppressed
peoples’ stories have been erased because their stories were erased from the language (Gregory
& Holloway, 2005). Using outdated or non-inclusive language can be harmful to some people
and lead to a lack of understanding (Eliason, 2014). Gregory & Holloway (2005) saw this as a
moral duty social workers could take on in order to not erase the stories of oppressed people,
which is further connected with the value of social justice (NASW, 2017).
The Use of Metaphors
A common theme throughout several articles was related to the use of metaphors
(Beckett, 2003; Fullagar & O’Brien, 2012; Heffernan, 2006). Metaphors are used by
professionals and clients alike to tell their stories. As mentioned above, it is important for social
workers to consider using the words the client uses (Fullagar & O’Brien, 2012). An example in
social work practice would be the use of narrative theory in the helping process. This approach
helps clients understand their identity as a narrative and then explore the meanings they have
attributed to the events that took place within their narrative, ultimately to deconstruct and
reconstruct the meaning they have assigned to events (Combs & Freedman, 2012; Hall, 2016).
Using this method allows the social worker and the client to find common ground through
language and terminology in order to help clients write their own stories in ways that make sense
for them (Combs & Freedman, 2012).
Metaphors were often described in literature around work with substance use disorders.
Clients may speak about their recovery from substance use as a battle, or just the opposite, that
they may feel alive after no longer using substances. Understanding these metaphors is important
because there is often an underlying attitude that is then operationalized through critical thought
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(Rutten et al., 2010). If a person describes their recovery as a battle, this may explain that the
thoughts and feelings that have about recovery is that it is difficult. These metaphors create
meaning and a social worker who has a deeper understanding of this, will connect with a client’s
ability to understand themselves and their desires (Fullagar & O’Brien, 2012). A client
describing their recovery as feeling alive, is equally displaying the meaning they attribute to their
journey of recovery. Language is a symbol that constructs reality and this is true for many areas
of the field, including mental health, substance use, foster care, and adoption (Rutten et al.,
2010).
Beckett (2003) demonstrated in his study that some agencies such as those who serve
people with mental health issues or domestic violence victims, use terms related to military
service. These often include operation, duty, field, staff officer, or front line staff, all of which
were prevalent in agency structure and documents (Beckett, 2003). This language could lead
people to believe the field of social work operates like an army. The field of social work has long
borrowed theories and phrases from other fields, however, it is important to think about the ways
social workers want to interact in the world and the message they want to convey.
Stigmatization of People
Another theme that emerged was the stigma placed on many terms used by clients and
professionals alike. As mentioned previously, most of these were related to recovery and
substance use or mental health diagnoses, partially because recovery and addiction are very
difficult to define even though there seems to be clear diagnostic criteria (Goodyear et al., 2018).
In addition, diagnostic terms for mental health disorders also have a stigma attached that can
impact a clients’ professional relationships or personal relationships (Ishibashi, 2005). Ashford et
al. (2018) reported that often clients do not know other ways to speak about their addiction or
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recovery and they learn words and phrases from social workers, which is also the case with
mental health diagnoses. If a social worker uses terms such as alcoholic or addict versus saying a
person with an alcohol use disorder, this may affect the ways clients see themselves and the
process of the work. This means, social workers could be at the forefront of using empowering
language in order to help clients shape their lived experience, especially with addiction and
recovery (Ashford et al., 2018; Sparkes, 2018). Diagnostic terms can be seen as a bridge or as a
barrier, but ultimately this is based on how the language is used. Language can hurt or hinder,
but the first step is acknowledging the power language has in the helping relationship (Ishibashi,
2005).
The idea of using person-first language was present, particularly with the recovery
population. Talking about someone with a substance disorder versus calling that person an addict
had a clear connection with the client’s desire to receive help and the ways that person viewed
their treatment (Ashford et al., 2018; Goodyear et al., 2018; Sparkes, 2018). Terms used by
professionals demonstrate both implicit and explicit bias in regard to their thoughts on the
client’s needs. Ashford et al. (2018) said that word choice does demonstrate explicit bias but the
research cannot demonstrate whether this bias can be reduced by using more positive terms.
Using more positive language, particularly, person-first language, can be empowering for clients
because it allows clients to describe themselves and their specific situations in a way that is less
harmful (Ashford et al., 2018).
Marginalized Populations
Some of the research focused on very specific populations of people that professionals
may encounter. As noted previously, people with substance use disorders are one of those
populations as well as older adults, and GLBT persons. In particular with GLBT clients, there are
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many terms and many definitions which can make it difficult to find common ground (Eliason,
2014). Eliason (2014) encouraged researchers to engage in conversation about whether
standardizing language in research for GLBT people could be beneficial in order to offer a
common ground for study designs, questions on surveys, and more accurate measures.
An interesting study to note here conducted by Hudson et al., examined language in
social work PhD student handbooks (2017). They showed that social work program student
handbooks include a lot of social justice language but not a lot of elaboration either in the
handbook or in course content about how the terms translate to real life social justice work
(Hudson et al., 2017). This is important as social justice language directly relates to the ways
social workers are prepared to work with older adults, or GLBT persons, or in any other area of
the field.
Older adults should also be included in conversations about marginalized populations.
Language that diminishes the worth and integrity of people is commonplace with the aging
population (Duffy, 2017). The language used by health professionals sends a message to the
patient about the professionals’ thoughts on who the patient is as a person. If a professional uses
ageist language in some way, it could affect the care the patient receives (Ross-Sheriff, 2012;
Rossi & Lopez, 2017).
Communicative competence is a language skill that social workers could develop in their
practice. Often, practitioners will use phrases like resistant or non-compliant to describe clients.
Particularly with older adults or GLBT population, this could lead to a deeper sense of the client
not feeling heard (Duffy, 2017; Ross-Sheriff, 2012; Rossi & Lopez, 2017). Researchers have
found that the use of “that’s so gay!” can impact the physical and emotional well-being of GLBT
college students as well. This included higher incidents of stress, feeling isolated, higher anxiety,
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headaches, and difficulty eating (Nicolas & Skinner, 2012; Woodford et al., 2012). Hearing
others use language in a negative way also increases one’s own bias against GLBT people
(Nicolas & Skinner, 2012).
Conclusion
Allowing clients the chance to define themselves and give them the choice of language is
connected to social justice on the micro level of practice, which is important for anyone
regardless of age, gender, or sexual orientation (Rossi & Lopez, 2017). In addition, clients may
choose language that seems negative in some way. This topic was not present in the literature,
but could be a consideration for social workers as they navigate word choice. Bent-Goodley
(2016) also reminds readers that social workers are the largest group of mental health providers
in the US and this comes with the responsibility of ensuring the language and terminology used
in practice is successful in helping clients solve their problems. This is a vital consideration in
the discussion of language and terminology. As noted previously, this is not a comprehensive
review of the literature but does provide an overview of previous work as it relates to social work
education and practice.
Method
The goal of this study was to answer the question, “How does the language and
terminology associated with social work agencies that serve older adults; the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender (GLBT) community; victims of crimes; mental health; or substance use
agencies connect with social justice?” In addition, “How does language affect the interaction
between the social worker and their clients?” Using a qualitative, narrative inquiry methodology,
the relationship of language and social justice and relationships between social workers and
clients was explored.
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Conceptual Framework
Previous studies about language have used a variety of theoretical foundations to ground
the research. Commonly, feminist, Foucauldian principles, narrative theory, or a variety of
anthropological theories have been used as guiding perspectives (Fullagar & O’Brien, 2012;
Hawkins et al., 2001; Jirek, 2017; Roscoe et al., 2011; Saleebey, 1994). Considering this past
research, the ecological perspective was used to ground this study as a uniquely social work
perspective. This perspective encompasses a broad range of aspects in someone’s environment
and allows social workers to view people in holistic ways, even including language.
Ecological Perspective
The ecological perspective is widely used by social workers and is considered a
foundational theoretical perspective of social work practice. This has been used in practice since
the early 1900s (Rotabi, 2007). Gitterman (1996) stated that the ecological perspective helps
social workers to appreciate that no theory, model, or perspective can take everything into
account. He also mentions that a broad perspective for practice needs to be balanced with
specific competencies in order to fully help all people (Gitterman, 1996).
Key components of the ecological perspective include: person-environment exchanges,
person-environment fit, the life course of the person, stress and coping skills, protective factors
and resilience, as well as oppression and the misuse of power (Gitterman & Germain, 2008). A
person’s fit within their environment, as well as their protective factors, coping mechanisms, and
their overall life course, could all influence the ways in which they communicate.
There are also some basic assumptions outlined in the ecological perspective. One
assumption is that the environment includes the totality of the exchanges between people and in
turn, all of these exchanges influence each other. Another assumption is that each person has a
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repertoire of biological, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral dispositions, and each of these has
an impact on the developmental process through a dynamic relationship (Gitterman & Germain,
2008). Culture is also a part of the environment, as well as the client’s life story, and their own
personal power (Gitterman & Germain, 2008).
Using the ecological perspective as a framework can help explain that social workers’
backgrounds influence the words and communication they use to function in their work. The
ecological perspective can also take into account the ways clients are able to function within the
agency setting as this is part of their environment. The ecological perspective helps to frame the
language used by the social worker in a social justice way. The language and culture of the client
as well as the social worker are both part of the environment. People are most fully understood
within the context of all the transactions that take place in their environments. The social
worker’s ability to connect with the client through language, and also allow the client to
determine what language they want to use, is a form of empowerment. Exploring social work
language through the lens of person-environment fit, the cultural environment, the social
environment, and the physical environment will allow for a deeper understanding of the whole
person.
Approach
The research method used was a narrative inquiry approach. This approach is a way for
individuals to tell the story of their experience, including the setting, the problem, and the actions
that take place in their experience. Ultimately, this is a way for the researcher to gain an
understanding and to honor the participant’s experience (Clandinin, 2016; Ollerenshaw &
Creswell, 2002). Collaboration is a key component to this approach. The researcher and
participant work together to uncover the phenomena to be examined (Ollerenshaw & Creswell,
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2002). A narrative approach includes the personal and social interaction, the sequence of past,
present, and future, as well as the place in which the story takes place (Clandinin & Connelly,
2000). The social, cultural, and institutional stories of the participants happened prior to this
study, and they will continue after. The researcher joins the participant in the study in order to
uncover the ongoing narrative (Clandinin, 2006). This study explored social justice themes and a
narrative approach allowed the participant to share the ways in which their social, cultural, and
institutional work is shaped by language they use in practice.
As the researcher, I am a white, female social worker in Ohio. As an instructor, I tend to
use critical and post positivist paradigms as my teaching pedagogy which both influence the
research question and study design. I have worked as a social worker in the communities where
my participants also practice as social workers. I serve as the director of field education for the
university where the sample for participants was identified. This prior working relationship was
identified as part of my institutional review board (IRB) application and approved through my
university as well. Further IRB information is provided later.
Participants
A total of 10 participants engaged in this study. Characteristics of the study participants
varied in state of Ohio social work licensure from licensed social worker (LSW), licensed
independent social worker (LISW), and licensed independent social worker with supervision
designation (LISW-S). These are the only three possible licensures in Ohio. Participants also
varied in education and included bachelor of social work and masters of social work. Other
demographic information was not formally collected, however, participants varied in age from
24 to 66 years old, varied in gender identity from male, female, or non-binary, as well as varied
sexual orientations including straight, gay, lesbian, bi-sexual as identified by participants if they
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disclosed this information. The decision to end at 10 interviews was to ensure confidentiality for
participants after the research is published. A limited number of agencies in northwest Ohio
serve the populations identified for this study, which means a limited number of social workers
are employed in these settings. Completing 10 interviews also allowed for two interviews for
each identified agency category.
Recruitment and Sampling
I began my recruitment of participants through the social work field education office at a
small, private, religious institution in northwest Ohio where I am employed. Using purposive
sampling allowed me to select participants who are employed in the specific agency settings I
was interested in exploring. Recruitment in this way was approved by the dean of the college of
health professions where the social work program is located and included in my IRB application
for this study. After receiving the list of agency partners with the social work program, I
organized the agencies based on the populations they served. After this, I listed social work
supervisors for each of these agencies alphabetically and began with the first person on the list. I
sent each of those identified people approved e-mail correspondence as outlined in my IRB
application. Each participant received a $25 visa gift card for their involvement in the study at
the beginning of the interview.
Data Collection
I interviewed 10 social workers in northwest Ohio who work for mental health agencies,
addiction treatment agencies, agencies that serve older adults, agencies that serve victims of
various crimes, or agencies that serve the GLBT community. These agency settings were
identified based on previous literature surrounding language in social work. Interviews varied
from 37 minutes to 74 minutes in length, with an average length of 55 minutes. Interviews were
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semi-structured and followed an interview guide. The full interview guide can be found as
Appendix B. There were a total of 12 questions and some general probes used with each
interview that covered topics including the agency culture, common words or phrases the
participants use in practice, the forms and paperwork used in their respective agencies, how they
find connection with social justice in their work, and how they practice self-care. These
questions and topics were developed based on previous literature and experiences these social
workers could offer. A pilot interview was conducted with a colleague and minimal changes
were made to the interview guide as a result of this pilot interview.
Each interview took place in a quiet, confidential location chosen by the participant
across various times of the day from early morning to after work hours. Interviews spanned from
November 2019 through February 2020, with transcriptions taking place during that time
through March 2020. Each participant received their respective transcript through e-mail as
identified by IRB protocols. Participants reviewed their transcript and e-mailed back any final
thoughts or corrections.
Institutional Review Board and Human Subjects
This study was IRB approved as an expedited level of study. I did not purposefully seek
out any identified vulnerable populations for participation. I reviewed a written consent form
with each participant and collected signatures at the beginning of each interview, making sure to
discuss that participating or not participating in this study would not influence any other working
relationship between the participant and the researcher. Each interview was recorded on my
password protected cell phone as well as a USB voice recorder. After interview recordings were
uploaded and saved to a secured cloud drive, I deleted them from my cell phone and USB voice
recorder and then I transcribed the interview and assigned a pseudonym. Each interview
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recording was deleted from the secured cloud drive after transcription and all data was deidentified after pseudonyms were assigned. De-identified transcripts will remain in the secured
cloud drive for three years after completion of the study. Consent forms are kept in a locked
drawer, in a locked desk, in my locked office, where they will remain for three years after
completion of the study.
Data Analysis
For my data analysis, I used NVivo coding software. I used an open coding method as the
sole coder for this study, with codes and ultimately, themes developing throughout the coding
process. Each transcript was coded in its entirety. Using qualitative analysis methods, partnered
with a narrative inquiry approach to data collection, I paid particular attention to the summary of
events each participant offered, the orientation to time and place for each participant, and the
participant’s evaluation of the significance of events in addition to the setting in which their
narrative takes place (Padgett, 2017). Themes were identified based on initial codes by looking
for what concepts and themes were mentioned most often by participants. Several themes
emerged as consistent experiences across all participants. The first theme, language as action,
was present in all 10 interviews and mentioned a total of 66 times. The second theme, language
as the client’s experience, was present in all 10 interviews and mentioned a total of 82 times. The
third theme, language as empowerment, was also present in all 10 interviews and mentioned 59
times.
Reflexivity and Integrity Measures
During data collection and analysis, I took some measures to enhance the trustworthiness
of this study and the findings. Reliability and validity are typical terms used for quantitative
research, and are often connected with the idea of trustworthiness, dependability, credibility, and
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transferability when conducting qualitative research (Golafshani, 2003). In this study, peer
debriefing with both an adviser and a colleague, completing a member checking process, and
keeping an audit trail of the process and decisions enhanced the trustworthiness and credibility of
this study (Padgett, 2017). In addition, I used a memo book as a way to document my process,
thoughts and ideas during and after coding each interview. I also used member checking with
each participant for review of their transcripts as well as codes and ultimately themes.
Participants confirmed transcripts and findings. I kept a detailed audit trail of decisions and steps
taken during data collection and analysis to increase the dependability of this study. Codes and
themes were also discussed with an adviser and colleague for feedback and reflection on
analysis. Engaging in qualitative research requires reflexivity on behalf of the researcher. My
memo books, discussions with my adviser and colleague, and member checking were strategies
in ensuring that my findings were true reflections of participant experiences, rather than my own
biases. These measures are used in qualitative research to enhance the rigor of the research,
which is similar to validity in quantitative studies (Golafshani, 2003).
Findings
This study was conducted in hopes of beginning to answer the question, “How does the
language and terminology associated with social work agencies that serve older adults; the gay,
lesbian, bi-sexual, transgender (GLBT) community; victims of crimes; mental health; or
substance use agencies connect with social justice?” In addition I wanted to answer the question,
“How does language affect the interaction between the social worker and their clients?” After
collecting and analyzing the data, three themes emerged. The themes are: language as action,
language as the client’s experience, and language as empowerment. These themes were
developed based on the prevalence they were mentioned in interviews. Each theme came up in
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all completed interviews on several occasions with multiple examples. Participants were asked
questions about their agency culture, the clientele they serve, what common words and phrases
they use, how they define social justice, how they practice social justice, how they practice selfcare, and any rewards or challenges they find in their work. The complete interview guide can be
found as Appendix B.
An Introduction to Study Participants
This study included 10 participants, and each was interviewed one time in-person through
a face-to-face interview. As mentioned, characteristics of the study participants varied in state of
Ohio social work licensure and in education. Other demographic information was not formally
collected, however, participants varied in age from 24 to 66 years old, varied in gender identity
from male, female, or non-binary, as well as varied sexual orientations including straight, gay,
lesbian, bi-sexual as identified by participants if they disclosed this information. A list of
participant pseudonyms, licensure, education, and agency settings can be found in Table 1.
Language as Action
One of the most prevalent ideas that all participants included in their own stories, was
how language is the action the social worker takes. This idea was present both in terms of how
language and social justice are related, as well as in how language impacts the worker-client
relationship. Vanessa said that in her role, “I very much believe in like, when you come to our
agency and you're getting services, you need to, one, be able to see yourself in the space. And
two, be able to identify with the language.” This was her way of signaling to clients that even her
conversations would be intentional. Hannah mentioned this in her interview as well:
Yeah. I've had clients that have told me like this is the only place where I get validated
and it's been to the point where they've told me that their household has been so
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invalidating that this is the reason why they don't trust their gut, why they believe all of
their negative thoughts because that type of stuff has been reinforced over and over again.
Jamie also shared how her language and conversation is an action that reminds her that her
clients are human:
I advocate for them. I try to have people look at them with different eyes. Hey, you're
looking at as this person who's not your average everyday person in your own eyes but
they're a little down on their luck. They've had some hard times and they want a chance
to pull themselves up, don't we all want a chance to pull ourselves up?
These were just a few ways that participants demonstrated how their language is an action, both
as social justice and as something that impacts the worker-client relationship.
Often, participants shared how the conversations they had with colleagues within agency
settings, as well as in inter-professional relationships, were a form of advocacy. Aaron said it this
way:
We have, and if you know the cycle of domestic violence, it can take seven, eight, nine,
10 times before somebody actually is able to get out. So they come to court, they file a
charge…We have to keep on their side and trying to explain to the prosecutors, the
courts, the police…Look. You got to understand the situation this person's in,
because people start getting just bad opinions about it. Prosecutors just … want to start
charging the victim with something, for making false reports and for this and that.
We have to explain to them they're not necessarily false reports. You just have to
understand that this is how this person's has had to live their life and to try to protect
themselves, and this is their coping mechanism.
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In Aaron’s example, he demonstrated how conversations with other professionals can be a way
to advocate for the client’s best interest. Aaron explained this is as one of the biggest social
justice activities he engages in. Vanessa shared a similar sentiment in her setting with people in
recovery:
So for a lot of our folks, we have conversations honestly about like what their rights are
as somebody who receives services not only from us, but other people. Like, letting
people know like, hey, you can ask for a different counselor. If you're not jiving, you're
not jiving. Having them know what informed consent is, what it actually looks like.
Encouraging them to be advocates for themselves. If you don't know better, you can't do
better. When you know better, you have the opportunity to do better.
Vanessa stressed the importance of having these conversations with clients so they could in turn
advocate for themselves in other service settings as well. Later in our conversation, Vanessa also
said:
Because how someone speaks is often how they think. And how they think is often how
they act. And so sometimes, I can't change somebody's thought process, but I can impact
how they speak about themselves or about other people. And then that starts to change
how they think, which then changes how they act.
In another interview, Sharon also described how language is used to connect with clients, “I
think language is kind of an understated importance, because language kind of underpins
connection.” Sharon’s sentence here demonstrated how language is the action that creates
connection, as well as impacts her relationship with her clients. In another interview, Ruth also
shared what this looks like with her clients who identify somewhere on the GLBT spectrum:
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When you're trying to work with somebody, and you're creating that safe space with the
language you use, that's going to be the way you build that rapport. That's going to be the
way that the client's like, okay, this is a safe space for me.
Language as action was present in inter-professional conversations, conversations with clients to
build rapport and connection, as well as in explaining paperwork and forms. Explaining forms is
often critical for clients to access services. Michael shared how language is a social justice action
in this way:
Usually what I do is, when I use any kind of form with anybody, I literally go through
usually write my language in and then I'll explain if they have questions. Do you
understand what this means? Then if they don't, then I'll put it I guess in layman's terms.
This is what this means. And so yeah, that's usually what I try to do.
All participants shared how paperwork is often a barrier for their clients and that most paperwork
feels very sterile in nature. Using language to describe paperwork in a way that clients can
understand is a crucial action for social workers. Through hearing participants’ stories, they
described how language is used in advocacy, validation, inter-professional conversations, and
connection with clients. Language is foundational for these actions.
Language as the Client’s Experience
Participants shared many examples of how certain terms, words, and agency paperwork
can influence multiple aspects of the client’s experience. Each participant had several examples
of how language is a foundational concept for how a client feels when receiving services, feeling
empowered to make changes, and understanding the process. Several examples from the
interviews demonstrate this connection.
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Katherine noted some very tangible ways that using the word survivor instead of victim
can influence her clients:
So, especially with survivor, it kind of leads them down a path that they are, I think that
just giving them the word survivor makes them feel like they’ve done something and that
they can continue to do things. So, I guess, just changing their mindset to the point that
they’re worth more, which is something that a lot of victims don’t understand when they
come out of the situation. That they’re worthy of respect and they deserve to continue to
have that and demand that from people.
Vanessa also described this for her organization. In a position of leadership, she pays particular
attention to her organization’s mission and values:
Our language reflects our organization's values. That allows us to live our values. And
when we live our values, we're able to fulfill our mission. Which from a director, that's
what I want. That's why we exist.
Vanessa has found that choosing language for agency mission and values is critical because it
can influence all of the clients who access recovery services through her agency. Sharon, who
also works with those in recovery from substance use, reported how her clients might have
painful memories associated with some words and she navigates this with honesty and
genuineness:
It starts with breaking associations with some words. A lot of people have feelings and
emotions with some words, it’s a no go. We don't want to talk about that, we don't want
to deal with that … it's painful, and sometimes it's uncomfortable, and there's that
vulnerability piece, and that shame, and having to talk about that can be very difficult.
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But I'm not going to try to be dishonest in a way, or sugarcoat things. I'm going to be as
genuine as possible with my language.
While the participants work in several different agency settings, the idea of choosing words
carefully, being honest and genuine, and helping clients navigate the hoops of accessing services,
were nearly universal across agency settings. One challenge clients experience is bureaucratic
paperwork. Agency paperwork was a salient concept throughout the interviews, particularly as a
major hurdle that social workers help clients navigate. Ashley, who works in a mental health
setting, said it this way:
So I think that you really just have to think on your feet because if I were to just read my
treatment plan format right off of the computer screen and not customize it for whoever
I'm working with or whatever family I'm working with, it's going to turn them off for me
as a clinician because they aren't able to relate to anything that I'm saying. And so even
just to start, I'm like, this is not what it's normally going to be like. I just have to get this
out of the way first session and the next time will be whatever you want it to be. So I try
to say that this is out of my control. I have to do this, like we're just going to set some
goals today.
Michael also works in a mental health setting and shared his experience in paperwork with his
clients:
Some of the things feel really repetitive and I know some things are repetitive for a
reason, but other things are repetitive and it sucks asking and I always preface with, I
apologize. I know this feels repetitive, but I've got to ask you this again.
He went on to say, “I'm a licensed professional and there are things in our DA [diagnostic
assessment] process that I look at and go, what the heck does that mean?" The difficulty for
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social workers to understand some of the terminology on paperwork was not unique to Michael.
Other interviews also gleaned this information; in addition, some participants even shared some
frustration with the questions they needed to ask and why. Jamie, who works with clients who
identify as GLBT and many times are also in recovery, shared:
There was paperwork that really had to do with the drugs and alcohol and I had to do that
with people that were in one of the recovery houses we have. And it had to be someone
who had just recently overdosed, or someone who was on heroin and I had to talk to these
people and I could see why a social worker needed to administer the questions because, I
mean, it almost triggered me and I was asking them like how many times did you think
about this? How many times did you do this? And the one sat down and just cried. And
I'm like, why? Why do we have to ask these? I mean, why do they want this information?
And so I got so I could soften that blow and then we sat and talked about it and it made it
a little bit better.
In Jamie’s role, she often uses paperwork that is necessary for grant funding, designed by thirdparty organizations, specifically for those funders. Her narrative here demonstrates how strongly
questionnaires and assessments can impact the client’s experience. In addition Vanessa also said:
I try not to use words that they would hear in other organizations. The forms other places
feel bureaucratic. These words are an agency thing but that's not how we talk to people in
real life. We've done a pretty good job of cleaning up our forms, taking a lot of that stuff
out of our new and improved policies and stuff.
Vanessa is in a director role and has the capacity to make changes to paperwork as she finds this
necessary. Many other participants do not have this same privilege in making necessary changes.
Regardless of position, all participants shared the sentiment that agency paperwork influences
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their relationships with their clients starting from the very first interview. Some participants
shared that they had little power to change the forms, the language used on the forms, or the
processes clients must go through in order to get the help they need. Paperwork and forms were
common threads among participants as they shared about their client’s experiences. This theme
also showed up in other ways. Ruth shared about how she uses certain words to signal her role as
an ally for GLBT persons in a setting where they may not always be accepted and affirmed:
We talk a lot about pronouns and how important those are, recognizing that obviously
things aren't always as they seem. Reconciling spirituality and sexuality is something that
is very common in my work. We have a Christian university and sometimes there's a lot
of struggle between the spirituality and sexuality issue for people. I think just various
kinds of, when we talk about safe space, just recognizing identities can be all over the
place, and that there's not any one specific term for that, and the terminology changes
consistently, always, constantly. Just because you're part of the community doesn't mean
you know all of the rules, and the words, and the proper language to utilize. I talk about
that we can't guarantee that, but we try to make it better. Being an advocate, being an
ally.
Ruth’s account of her work and her use of language demonstrate how language and social justice
are intricately connected and can profoundly influence the client’s experience when receiving
needed help.
Language as Empowerment
The idea of empowerment is central to the field of social work and integral to the work
social workers do. This theme was reoccurring time and time again throughout the interviews.
Hannah shared, “I think that it really comes back to empowering our clients and that whole
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mindset of our clients are the experts in their lives, we are not.” In Hannah’s work with older
adults, this is especially important for her communication and advocacy with her clients. Corey,
who also works with older adults, shared a similar thought, “So I think that when I think about it
where I'm at, to me, that looks like just empowering our clients and letting them be that guiding
light. We're there to help recharge the batteries.” Corey and Hannah were both keenly aware of
the lack of control many of their clients had over their own lives, and their language was a way
to empower their clients.
Another form of empowerment also comes back to the paperwork the agency uses. Ruth
shares:
On our forms they have used me as a consultant to talk about how to create forms that are
more inclusive, I don't like the other category for gender. Instead of having a checkoff for
male, female, or other, it's just how do you identify with an open area for them to write
in. Also given name, preferred name, is important, especially for trans people.
She continued:
Because we are billing insurance, oftentimes the insurance will recognize people for their
given or birth name and not their preferred name. It's important that when we're
addressing them as clients, we're able to talk to them in the name that they prefer.
Ruth discussed how empowering it is for her clients when they get to decide how to define
themselves or see themselves represented even in small ways. Other participants also talked
about labels and names for their clients. Ashley said it this way:
Some of the challenge is helping people kind of transcend the labels that were always put
on them, because it's that box. So that's probably the biggest challenge, is having kind of
like transcending conversations with folks about identity and what that means. Helping
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them know that they have a choice in how they want to define themselves. That just
because you had this label in the past doesn't mean that you've got to carry that future
forward.
Jamie also shared a similar sentiment:
And so there is some power in people being able to use a term that they want to use to
define themselves even if that's [anti-gay slur] or drunk or whatever else. I do this thing
called what's in the label and we pick labels. You'll walk in and you'll get a label and
you've got to figure out what it is... And I do this with my house coordinators and then we
turn around and we do it with people in the house. Because I figure if we start small we
can go big.
She continued and connected her personal experience with language and how this influences her
language choice with clients:
I've been called a [anti-gay slur] and I'm like, no, I'm not a [anti-gay slur]. I'm a lesbian.
Come on, let's get this terminology right if we're going to use it and that's just like we
have a person who comes in and he says, "I am a very loud obnoxious black guy." He
goes, "Some people call me a [racial slur]." And he goes, "What are you going to call
me?" And I say, I'm going to call you loud and obnoxious. And he goes, "I like you."
And he goes, "You don't use those words." And I said no, why do I want to degrade you?
Jamie’s example here demonstrates how language is an action, how language is the client’s
experience, and language can be empowering. Her own history has influenced her practice, and
in turn was able to connect with this particular client right at the outset. Ashley shared, “if our
language is cold and it's off putting, they're not going to want to connect.” When Michael talked
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about how he empowers his clients in mental health treatment, he talked about how he uses
strengths based language when completing assessments:
So I would say like rather than like what's your problem or like we need to put a problem
down here. I would probably just say what are the reasons that we're here? Like what are
we trying to work on? Like what are some like, like more as strength-based language. So
like what's some underdeveloped things that we're trying to really work on.
And then in addition to strengths based language, person centered language was also evident.
When Katherine talked about empowering her clients, she shared:
I would say it is that very deep application of person centered language and person first
language. So thinking about people and also how you talk about what they're going
through makes the biggest difference.
This was a continuation on her thoughts about why she uses the word survivor instead of victim.
In a different example, Sharon talked about how her clients are also empowered through person
centered language, but for her, this means allowing clients to refer to themselves however they
choose:
So I have some clients that the idea of being person centered is an entirely new
experience to them. And some people love it, and some people want that label. Because
some people feel that that label holds them to a higher standard of accountability. So with
that, I still try to say, ultimately it is your decision. You have every right to refer to
yourself however you are most comfortable.
Using language to empower clients was a way for participants to focus on their clients and give
them the necessary tools to make changes. Person-first and strengths-based language allow for
deep connection between social workers and clients.
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Additional Thoughts on Language
At the end of each interview, each participant was asked about challenges, rewards, selfcare, self-preservation, and any final thoughts they wished to share. These ending questions were
a way to round out conversations and allow participants to share deeper parts of their own
stories. These questions yielded some unique thoughts that are worth noting but not connected
with the identified themes. Aaron shared about some of his clients who have some very traumatic
histories and how hearing their stories can influence the way he and his coworkers live their lives
outside of work. He said that he will talk with coworkers and say:
Let your kids go do these sporting events. Let your kids do this. You can't not do this
stuff because of what you've been seeing. So we try to keep each other in check a little
bit, and if we notice that somebody is getting a little burned out or someone is getting
frustrated or stressed out, we ask is there anything I can do to help? Can I help you do
some notes? Maybe you just need a day off. Or because we are a smaller office too, a lot
of times we'll, maybe we'll shut the office down for lunch and we'll all go out for lunch or
something like that.
He said this comradery between coworkers helps them to continue spending time doing the
things they enjoy rather than not living their lives because bad things happen. Sharon shared a
similar thought about how she and her coworkers handle stress in the substance use setting:
I think we're all very conscious about, because a lot of times with stressful jobs there's
that joke of, I'm just going to go home and have a drink. And I think we're all pretty
aware of that that's an issue. So every once in a while, somebody will still say that, and
kind of a thing, but we realize that that's kind of reinforcing it.
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In Sharon’s case, she noted how language between social workers and agency staff shifts when
clients are not around as a way of dealing with stress, while at the same time remembering to
hold colleagues accountable.
Other comments about language also surfaced such as, “sometimes it’s difficult because
they can’t hear me” which Corey shared in terms of working with older adults. Hannah also
discussed how some of her clients speak limited or no English:
I've had few people that don't speak English very well and that I feel like I have not been
that great on that challenge because it's so hard with so many people in the building. And
sending out so many different forms like having to translate. I need to improve on that,
but that I have not been great at.
While these sentiments seem to be outliers in terms of what participants shared overall, the idea
that some older adults cannot hear as well, or that clients may not speak English, are still
connected with themes of action, client experience, and empowerment.
Final Comments on the Results
The results presented fall into the themes of language as action, language as the client’s
experience, and language as empowerment, with a final note of special cases identified by
participants. The participant quotes here were selected as exemplar examples for the themes and
demonstrated how interconnected the ideas of social justice and the client’s experience are. In
the following discussion, some implications for social work education, implications for social
work practice, and ideas for future research are presented.
Discussion
This study was designed to explore the question, “How does the language and
terminology associated with social work agencies that serve older adults; the GLBT community;
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victims of crimes; mental health; or substance use agencies connect with social justice?” In
addition, “How does language affect the interaction between the social worker and their clients?”
The author used a qualitative, narrative inquiry approach for this study. Through conducting
interviews and analyzing the data from each, the themes of language as action, language as the
client’s experience, and language as empowerment were identified as salient concepts in
participant stories. These themes emerged as ways that language and word choice are connected
with social justice and worker-client relationships in the social work field. Implications of the
findings, ideas for future research, and the strengths and limitations of this study are discussed
below.
Implications
This research study adds to the literature already available about language in social work.
Previous researchers stated that language could improve or hinder the helping process, that using
outdated or non-inclusive language could be harmful and, that language is not neutral (Eliason,
2014; Harrison, 2006; Madziva & Chinouya, 2017; Richan, 1972). Participants in this study
shared stories that aligned with the literature. Some examples from participants are using the
term survivor rather than victim in working with people who have experienced domestic
violence or using the phrase aging population rather than elderly population. These simple word
changes can be more inclusive. Participants in this study shared frequently about how using this
inclusive language allows clients to feel connected to their social worker and empowered to
make changes. These concepts have implications for social work education and social work
practice.
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Implications for Social Work Education
Social work education is guided by the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) core
competencies. These competencies are meant as a way for social work students to integrate and
apply the knowledge, values, and skills of the social work profession to promote well-being at all
levels of practice (CSWE, 2015). As participants shared that language underpins connection and
that language can help build rapport, this connects firmly with students being able to demonstrate
the second competency, which is their ability to engage diversity and difference in practice
(CSWE, 2015). It connects with competency six as well, which is the ability engage with
individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities (CSWE, 2015).
The ability to work and engage with a diverse range of people requires an understanding
of theories, an understanding of self, the use of empathy, as well as the ability to see clients as
the experts of their own lives. If language is included in this content in the classroom, it can be
seen as a more tangible tool for social work students. While conversational skills are
foundational in social work courses, there is no clear guideline about appropriate language
choice other than concepts related to person first language. Even small discussions about person
first language are not enough to help students learn inclusive ways to talk with all people. Course
content needs to be specific and connected with multiple courses. Social work classrooms should
include course content that covers specific terms with the aging population, victims of domestic
violence, the GLBT population, people in recovery or using substances, as well as many others.
An example from a study participant was that the phrase died by suicide is more appropriate than
saying committed suicide. When the phrase committed suicide is used, it can lead to a belief that
suicide is a sort of crime and affects the way in which people seek and receive help. Social work
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students should should be familiar with what the letters in GLBT stand for and ways to converse
with this population that can be comforting and empathetic.
To have this information available for students in classrooms, faculty must also be
educated on inclusive language. Trainings and continuing education events need to be widely
available for faculty about changing language in the field in order to best teach students. Faculty
can model life-long learning for their students and encourage students to read and research
current and relevant information.
Implications for Social Work Practice
In addition to social work education, this study may be helpful for the social work
practice setting as well. The narratives that participants in this study shared continued to show
that clients are the experts in their own lives, and social workers can help provide more inclusive
language or terminology for clients, but ultimately, clients can define themselves as they wish.
Ensuring clients continue to have this power is critically important as clients access the services
they need. One participant shared how some of her clients do not want to use the words dirty or
clean in relation to their substance use, but would rather be a person in recovery. This same
participant shared that some clients still want to use the words dirty or clean. An important
implication from this study is that social workers give clients the power to define themselves
how they see fit. This is an example of how language evolves over time and language will
continuing evolving.
Providing this information in accessible ways to help social workers continue to learn the
most up-to-date practice behaviors could continue to strengthen the field of social work. If social
workers are able to attend trainings about the evolution of language in the field and learning
more person first language, these trainings need to be conducted in a safe way that allows social
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workers to ask questions without judgment. Trainers should not assume that all social workers
enter the learning space with the same level of knowledge or experience about language.
Particularly, in relation to providing information in accessible ways and with the
understanding that language is not neutral, the use of social media is an important aspect for
future implications. Social workers can use social media in a way that provides advocacy
information and education for others. Using social media in this way can set a standard for the
way social workers engage with and use social media for the common good. Social media and
online platforms are part of daily life for many people which makes this part of the environment
and influences all other parts of a persons’ environment as well. When thinking about social
media in this way, it includes discourse with other people, expressing opinions, and the
information that is shared through online platforms. All of these components relate to language
and the ways social workers can use language as advocacy.
Another implication for social work practice from this study is that a deeper
understanding of agency culture and agency paperwork are foundational for the client experience
in receiving help. Participants shared time and time again that the amount of time they spend
going over paperwork and explaining it in a way that clients can understand is exhausting.
Participants reported that this hinders the level of help they can provide for their clients. The
notion that paperwork is not friendly or easy to read presents many issues, including the ability
for a client to truly give consent for services which is foundational in social work ethics (NASW,
2017). The implication that paperwork could be written in a way that all reading levels could
access the information could free up more time for social workers to spend their time meeting
client needs rather than hours explaining forms. Paperwork across all settings should be at an
eighth grade reading level or lower. Paperwork should also be consolidated as much as possible
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to lessen the burden on both social workers and clients. If all aspects of social work practice were
accessible, the doors would open wide to help more people. Participants shared time and time
again about how the client’s experience in the agency setting is intricately connected paperwork
as well as with the language the social worker uses. The exchanges that occur between the client
and the social worker pave the way for connection and for the client receiving the help they need.
Many practicing social workers do not have access to peer reviewed publications so it
will be critical to disseminate this information through continuing education events and
community trainings. Providing the results of this study as a way for social workers to hear
stories from fellow social workers could allow for meaningful conversations and professional
development. These trainings should include information on language at all levels of practice
from government programs and grant applications to one on one conversations. Included in these
trainings should also be terminology for each of the populations identified in this study as a
starting point and continue expanding. This is not a quick endeavor, but necessary as social
workers provide critical services for people in need.
Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of this study include parts of the design including member checking with each
participant, having peer support and debriefing as the researcher with a colleague and an adviser,
as well as keeping a detailed audit trail of study tasks and decisions. Including these specific
tasks as part of the study design serves to strengthen the findings. It is also important to note that
three themes emerged from the data and all three of these themes were mentioned by all 10
participants, demonstrating salience in these themes. The themes also connected back to the
literature that was used as a foundation for study design, which serves to strengthen the results
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found here. Ultimately, this study adds to the body of knowledge about the importance of
language in the social work field.
In terms of limitations, it is important to note that a second coder was not used. The data
also were not triangulated. Future studies could benefit from gathering multiple types of data. An
example might be observations of social workers or specific forms or paperwork each agency has
as additional data points. Additionally, prolonged engagement was not used with participants
which may be beneficial for the future. Interviewing each participant multiple times may elicit
more robust narratives from social workers. The sample size was also limited to 10 participants,
and geographically proximate. A broader geography and larger sample size could also strengthen
the results. It is also important to note that qualitative data is not meant to be generalizable but
rather, transferable to other contexts (Padgett, 2017).
Future Research
Based on the design of this study and the findings, future studies could expand on this
information in a few ways. This study could be a starting point for others to join this
conversation and continuing researching how language is critical in social work education and
ultimately, social work practice.
One idea is for future studies to specifically explore each of the identified practice
settings for more in depth data in each of those settings setting. Completing a study with only
social workers who work with the GLBT population as an example, could produce more data
about the experiences of social workers in that specific setting. It is also important to continue
this research in other geographical locations. While this study was specific to northwest Ohio,
social worker narratives may differ based on geography. Exploring more fully how language
influences co-worker relationships within agencies and how this differs from language with
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clients could be highly beneficial. It is also pertinent to study more specifically the use of
language through online mediums for advocacy purposes as well. Other considerations could be
studying this topic from the clients’ perspective or from students’ perspectives. Studying the
language social workers use in relation to client reading levels, client level of education, and the
clients’ native language could also shed some light in terms of how language influences the
experiences clients have in social work settings.
Conclusion
As this study explored how language is connected with social justice and the ways
language influences relationships, it is important to go back to the definition of language.
Language consists of the words, “used to establish membership of a group and conversely to
restrict access to outsiders; to indicate allegiance to a cause; to establish, and sometimes coerce
into, a position; to restrict communication and the type of communication; to influence the
construction of a situation” (Gregory & Holloway, 2005, p. 38). As participants shared, the very
words they use when speaking with clients and the design of agency paperwork can restrict
access to their services or instead, it could offer access and inclusivity. Our language and social
system structure could offer a space where clients are welcomed. This study is the beginning of
the urge to pay attention to the small details and to examine the systems and processes in place as
clients attempt to access services in multiple areas of the social work field. Social workers have
the unique ability to see a whole person as they are, in the entirety of their environment, and
offer a welcoming chance for every single person to get the help they need.
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Table 1
Participant Demographics
Participant Pseudonyms
License
Education
Agency Setting
Katherine
LSW
BSW
Crime Victims
Aaron
LISW
MSW
Crime Victims
Vanessa
LSW
MSW
Substance Use
Ashley
LSW
MSW
Mental Health
Sharon
LSW
MSW
Substance Use
Michael
LSW
MSW
Mental Health
Hannah
LSW
BSW
Older Adults
Corey
LSW
MSW
Older Adults
Ruth
LISW-S
MSW
GLBT
Jamie
LSW
BSW
GLBT
Note. LSW is licensed social worker; BSW is bachelor social worker; LISW is licensed
independent social worker; MSW is master social worker; LISW-S is licensed independent
social worker with supervision designation. LSW, LISW, and LISW-S refer to license; BSW
and MSW refer to degree level.
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Appendix A: Glossary of Key Terms Related to this Study
Client: an individual who receives professional services; a service user; a collaborator in social
service work (Heffernan, 2006).
Field: the environment the social worker practices in including the larger institutions and the
culture of the agency and community (Saleebey, 1994).
Language: the words, “used to establish membership of a group and conversely to restrict access
to outsiders; to indicate allegiance to a cause; to establish, and sometimes coerce into, a position;
to restrict communication and the type of communication; to influence the construction of a
situation” (Gregory & Holloway, 2005, p. 38).
Social Justice: equitable distribution of goods and resources; the consideration of social
construction of power and oppression; structural change is a way to eliminate inequality; and
eradicate discrimination, oppression, and poverty (Hudson et al., 2017).
Narratives: the stories people tell and the way people think about their experiences (Clandinin,
2006).
Social Worker: a person with a four year bachelors degree in social work; or licensed as a social
worker in the state of Ohio; or who has completed a masters degree in social work; or who is
licensed independently as a social worker in Ohio. Participants may meet one or all of the above
criteria.
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Appendix B: Interview Guide
The Language of Social Workers: Narratives of Social Justice from the Field
1517284-1: Interview Guide
Megan Gonyer, MSW LISW-S
1. For the purposes of confidentiality, would you like to choose your own pseudonym for
yourself and the agency?
2. Tell me a little more about your role at this agency.
i.
Probe for completion: can you tell me about the agency culture?
3. Can you tell me about the general characteristics of the clientele who receive services
here?
4. In your work with clients, can you tell me about some of the common words or phrases
you use most often?
i.
Probe for correctness- are clients called “clients” in your agency?
5. When you think about the forms used here, can you tell me more about what the language
on the forms is like?
ii.
Probe for completeness- in what ways does the language you use with clients
match the forms you use?
iii. Probe for completeness- in what ways does the language you use with clients
NOT match the forms you use?
6. When you hear the words social justice, can you describe what this means to you?
7. Can you tell me about some ways that you may be working for social justice with your
clients?
8. Can you describe for me how the words you use with your clients can affect the work you
do with them?
9. Can you describe any connections you may find with language and social justice in your
agency?
10. Can you tell me about any challenges that may arise in your work with clients in this
agency?
i.
Probe for completeness- can you tell me about any challenges that may come up
in relation to the language used in the agency?
ii.
Probe for completeness- are there any connections with self-care or selfpreservation?
11. Can you tell me about any personal rewards in working with the clients in this agency?
iii. Probe for completeness- can you tell me about any professional rewards?
12. Is there anything else you think I should know that I did not ask about today?
General Probes:
Can you tell me more about this?
Do you have any specific examples you may be able to share with me?
That sounded interesting, can you expand on this topic a little more?
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Abstract
The way social workers speak is part of their daily practice and can be transformative in working
with clients. Social workers often discuss the use of person first language but rarely talk about
the ways that language can be a social justice practice with the ability to erase people or include
people. Language is a central part of membership of social groups and it is the core skill social
workers use every day. This presentation discussed some research as well as skills for social
work educators as they lead the next generation of social workers with appropriate language.
This presentation shared examples of how language is part of social justice, specifically when
thinking about it through the ecological perspective and in light of CSWE competencies,
specifically: engage diversity and difference in practice; engage in practice-informed research
and research-informed practice; and then ultimately engage, assess, intervene, and evaluate
practice because all of those competencies require the use of language and connection with
clients. Some conceptual information was shared and participants could think more critically
about their own language and word choice in their daily lives.

Keywords: social justice, language, empowerment, client experiences, social work
practice
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This presentation was one of three products as part of a banded dissertation. The
presentation was developed as a result of a qualitative research study that explored the research
question, “How does the language and terminology associated with social work agencies that
serve older adults; the gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, transgender (GLBT) community; victims of
crimes; mental health; or substance use agencies connect with social justice?” In addition, “How
does language affect the interaction between the social worker and their clients?” was also
explored.
The acceptance of this presentation was for the Baccalaureate Program Director
Conference (BPD) in Birmingham, Alabama in March 2020. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19,
this conference was cancelled. The preparation of this presentation included a general overview
of literature, an explanation of the ecological perspective as a conceptual framework, an
overview of the research study, and implications for social work education. At the time of this
presentation, the data from the research study was not yet analyzed. Having more concrete
results available would have significantly contributed to the information included in the
presentation, however, some beginning points were included.
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